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Brittany Bunk
22-Jun-2022

ok there're so many now - I turned it into a spreadsheet!   



 | 

Brittany Bunk
07-Jun-2022



Movie series, parts: 1, 2. Further reading: 1, 2, 3

 

Most people likely have seen vegan documentaries and associate the vegan lifestyle with them. With vegans especially, they are repetitive and sometimes depressing, so
here's a list more entertaining and light-hearted to indulge over (even if it's not completely vegan, these at least put vegan in some spotlight) to enjoy veganism for what
it is:

 

Notes:

a lot of these are set in space, which really says a lot about the flexibility and lower resource use of veganism compared to meat.
Thank you IMDB for creating this list: https://www.imdb.com/list/ls046938424/. It's pretty similar to mine, but with more detail :)
By far - Disney has produced more vegan movies than anyone else
I removed movies from the Vegan Hacktivists list that I felt had no vegan elements to it or weren't vegan
movies with vegan elements that are prevalent in many movies or elements that are ambiguous if they're vegan or not are le� out of the list

 

Legend
ampersand (&) - inappropriate or sensitive content
asterisk (*) - negativities of veganism

non-documentary movies - vegan.xlsx
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free willy is 'the' vegan movie - so iconic for animal protection.    

 | 

Brittany Bunk
15-Mar-2022

ok I admit it - Disney really hit the bar on this list when it comes to animal rights in movies    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
08-Mar-2022

If I make a future article about non-gory, really insightful documentaries that aren't specifically about veganism, I'd put Aluna (
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=�FbCwJfs1I) and Before the Flood ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbEnOYtsXHA) , but the
latter got debunked    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
16-Dec-2021

grab yourself some vegan popcorn for these vegan movies https://beyondanimal.com/news/view/11-Best-Vegan-Popcorn-Snacks-
That-Aren-t-Just-For-Movie-Night-nbsp-?id=nwsFhbKGL3xv&type=News    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
03-Nov-2021

I saw a lot of these movies. Anyone else saw anything that isn't on here but is vegan?    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
02-Nov-2021

It's funny, but a lot of vegan movies are in space - maybe because veganism is seen as sci-fi or something?    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
29-Aug-2021

this list is much longer than the original I created if anyone wants to take a look at the new list    



 |   2 replies

Brittany Bunk
22-Nov-2021

hey I remember that one - people talked about it in the 90s - they were a little freaked out and intrigued by it and didn't talk
about it much. I might've watched it too. Thanks!    



enzo dal verme
04-Nov-2021

Delicatessen, a 1991 french movie     



Flowers Fields
16-Aug-2020

Our new vegan themed mini-documentary/music video, "It's OK To Love Me", is now available on our new website. Please click the link
and focus on the video because there's a lot going on that you should not miss.    
   
     
A powerful new mini-documentary/music video created by Carlos Garcia with Hawaii artists makes a provocative statement about the
collective evils in contemporary society. Racism, sexism, homophobia, animal abuse, police brutality and corporate/political
corruption are all addressed in haunting images tied to intoxicating music. Beginning with an enchanting, hypnotic rhythm, “Itʼs OK to
Love Me” (Anthem for Equality) soon explodes into a compelling visual spectacle as layers of abuse are exposed
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Love Me” (Anthem for Equality), soon explodes into a compelling visual spectacle as layers of abuse are exposed.    
   
     
Please post and/or share everywhere. Thank you. Aloha!    
   
     
https://monkeyswithdrums.com/   
-------    
   
Thank you.    
Aloha,    
Carlos    
CarlosGarcia    
310-488-1911    
carlos@livingaloha.net    

Living Aloha Magazine    
PO Box 790211    
Paia, HI 96779    

  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
17-May-2021

Feel free to look at https://beyondanimal.com/resource/UserResource/view/Vegan-songs-by-Genre-QUzfdozdXO to see if they
can be added there or already are. Also it's nice to see all the vegan songs there. I looked at the song - and don't see anything
really about veganism in there, so I didn't add it, but if you have anything else, feel free to let me know.    



Claire Smith
16-Aug-2020

Good suggestions Brit!    



  1 Like |   2 replies

Brittany Bunk
13-Jan-2021

check out IMDB's list, wow!    



Brittany Bunk
18-Aug-2020

Thanks. Showing what's available to enjoy in veganism is missing in society and so I fill in.    
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